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Once upon a time, a long, long time ago. In a land far, far away lived a creature named The Prowlock.

The Prowlock was red and furry and shaped like an egg.
The Prowlock had a big pink boat with rainbow seats for himself and each of his friends. He sat in the big pink captain’s chair and his best friends Hashnal and Dashnal sat in the red and orange chairs.
Other Friends lived on his boat they were, Baby Crashnal and Lu Lu The Alien Who Loved To Sing.
The Prowlock was happy, but felt sad for a purple grape monster that he met one time. The purple grape monster seemed lonely.
One day The Prowlock’s big pink ship passed the sad Grape Monster’s island and he invited him to live on the boat and sit in the purple chair. The Grape Monster was happy and now they can sail and find new friends to fill the other color chairs.

Ahoy there Maties!

The End

It's nice to see you again!

S.S. Prowlock